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Abstract:
Recent studies of the challenges facing the Exascale era express a
need for understanding the impact on energy profile of applications
due to inter-process communication on large-scale systems.
Programming models like MPI provide the user with explicit
interfaces to initiate data-transfers among distributed processes.

• CPU: Intel Sandy Bridge E5-2690

This poster presents empirical evidence that: controllable factors like
the size of the data-payload to be transferred and the number of
explicit calls used to service such transfers have a direct impact on
the power signatures of communication kernels. Moreover, the
choice of the transport layer (along with the associated interconnect)
and the design of the inter-process communication protocol are
responsible for these signatures. Results discussed in this poster
motivate the incorporation of energy-based metrics for fine tuning
middleware that targets exascale machines.

• Mellanox Scalable SHMEM (ver. 2.2)

• Operating Frequency: 2.8GHz
• NIC: Mellanox MT27500 : Connect-X

• One MPI-rank per process, bound to the
socket closest to the NIC
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• Additional handshake signals
• No contribution made to application
progress by the CPU
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Conclusions:
•
Remote data transfers have a significant impact on the powersignatures of CPU and the memory.
•

Small aggregated messages (< 1KB) lead to better energy
efficiency than large bulk transfers ( > 64K).

•

It is important to exploit capabilities of underlying interconnect
like OS-kernel bypass, etc.

•

Mapping of communication model to RDMA capable NICs is a
primary determinant of energy profiles of applications.

•

There arises a need for taking energy-metrics into
consideration while designing communication libraries.
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• Typically involves registration of memory
by the NIC
• OS-kernel bypass
• RDMA capable NICs
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